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An Informal Essay on the Current-Decline incPublic

Confidence id Nigher-Education and Some Suggestions
for an Enlightened Public Relations Strategy to lielp

Overcome it
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Francis C. ,Pray*

One of the more trauMatic experiences undergene pY-tany edudators,
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in recent yedrs has ixen the dramatt4eterioratien of public Confidence

in higher_education.

Far, more.serious than the widespread doubts about the ability'of higher

education to manage its own house caused by the events of the troubles4me

60's, the present.confidence gap arise,. fundamental doubts about the

efficacy of the higher education proceSs, about the proper role of collegeS

and universities, and especially about their effectiVeheis with respect

to rising costs, both. to the tuition- paying Parent and to the tax Oyer. ,

say that there is a crisis in confidence'alSofaced by gover'nment,,

growing for years but exacerbated by Watergate, and faced by business, Is

not to spread the problem and therefore dilute its iimpadt but to emphasize

its ser ous and widespread nature.

Nor is it-enough,foreducatorS to `slay that, "tf the pubs4C only updero

tpo'

ci---.
,

C stood us better, much of the problem would disappear." ThiS'is a dangerouS

0

.- . c

t" . assumption. Perhaps the public understands only' too well,' Pie wordsof the

.
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child who cried, "Mother, the king is not wearing any clothes," are now
,

paraphrased and applied by men and women with new insights into the weak-
:

nesses and at least partial irrelevance of much of what they see of higher

education.' I
\

It ld not.come as a shock to educational administrator's to find /

that' mi sand women with clear eyes who are giving up blind relief in the

utter infallibility of the organized tturch, who see and for the first time

begin to understand the depth of ineptitude in certain aspects of govern-

ment, who understand that there are abuses of consumers by some bqsiness

0>

corporations, who discover fiscal irresponsibility and learn of the use

of cla61119ed information to cover up gross errors by the military, now

express something less than blind awe of the higher education establishment,

no matter how arcane its rituals or how colorful its academic hoOds and

gowns.

- Yet, paradoxically, the tiMe wat never better than now to win confi-

denceof the publiC in response to evidence Of creative programs and

aspirations based on the real issues.

4

This time must be used to harness advocacy.

The Chinese have a word for "crisis," it is said, which combines the

words for "danger" and "opportunity." We have observed for years that when

Old Main burns down in a.winiry holocaust, destroying prized records, facutly

offices or student rooms, alumni and donors will spring out of the woodwork

in response to college plans for rebuilding something better, more relevant,

`,more imaginative, to meet its needs in the future. The, event raises interest

and focusses attention and 'produces a tension which can be triggered to

produce action by imaginative and compelling plans aq programs, for

productive respons

0
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At a time when attention is focussed on the colleges and universities

of America as never before because'of other kinds of crises, institutions

can now respond with imaginative plans, "architectural sketches" for new

programs, answers to recoup losses in public confidence or invitations for

constructive help and advice with renewed hope of gaining a new awareness.

HoW, then, do we proceed?'

1. Agree on Basic Principles Abou There Will Be No Negotiation

e
First, educators must do something which they have so far failed to do --
. . .

. /
they must agree on the irreducible,number of basic positjons which they, too

believe areinon-negotiable, on which higher education must stand or fall, and

,build their position on these and explain and "interpret" them until there

is no question a' to the rocks of conviction on which the educational estab-

lishment stands.

Legislators on Capital Hill and in states, counties, and cities; parents,

and iax-payers, constantly call for an enunciation "of.common plans and

principles.

The prestigious educational associations are 6t a loss to reconcile

the widely differing philosophies of financing espoused by various groups 4

and individuals representing. public, private, church-related, and proprietary,
.

institutions.

Yet, perhaps forgotten, or perhaps Aeemed so obvious that they are

never stated, there are certain basic assumptions about which higher educa-

tion can agree--must agree, or lose all hope of establishing a basis for trust \\`1

and underStanding. And if ,these seem self-evident to educators, at least if

. enunciated they would give laymen a notion that there are some common beliefs,

even in education.
.

,

,

..

I suggest that among these are the beliefs in the value of the
/

search
. .

.

.

for truth as an end in itself; the need for coMplete freedom
1

to pursue
4 .

4
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knowledge, the Obligatiorrto have respect for.O0initn based o reason,

and he absolute denial of force as an element in persua/ion

It is the failure to enunciate these "non-negotiapie" ' rinciples

that has left a partial vacuum in the effort to hayeiinder tending of what

higher education is all about. Into this vacuum crowd al the other

considerations which, valid in themselves, are not refer ed batk to a/

common base and introduce confusion rat er than understanding:,
4 ,

Faiure to come to any statement or dentificatio of basit'4principles

which all higher education can agree upon as essentia, to the,,succ ss of the

academic enterprise makes it difficult to mount an e fective pro ram of in-

terpretation fortigher education. Interpret what? Withoutthiclear

enunciation of this common base which,lNhen unders1 ood, will ite reasonable

men and women in support of colleges and universi les, other program? of

interpretation, justification and explanation wi I fail to olve tension

or prevent 'furthef doubt and questioning unle$ one is re dy to accept

peace borne out of exhaustion, of compliance ased on di coragement.

2. Zero in on Known and Identifiable A diences W ich Matter

To try, with lftte resources, tt rea h the Ame ican masses to "sell

higher education is probably an exercise 1 futility.

Decisions affecting higher education are not ade by masses. They

0/are made externally by relatively small umbers o persons -- trustees,

influential alumni, legislators and government o f4cials, leaders of

churches sponsoring4colleges or universities, a relatively small number

of powerful private individuals, and e.few oth rs.

C&isions affecting high& education are alsb made internally ,,

through pressures and influences exercised b leaders among students,

faculty, employees, as well as management.

5
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All these persons are identifiable, locatable, reachable through

fairly simple techniques, and subject to built-ini interests predisposing

, them to eve attention, to communication about the problems and crises

in higher education. :

Tb try to communicate with everybody about everything is ,a way to

communicate almost nothing to anyone.

3. an Specific Programs Tailored to Specific Relation-
s, Responsibilities, and Interests of Known Audiences

The college or university, therefore, which wishes to undertake an

effective program of interpreting its.work,'should first. of all identify

the specific persons it feels it must influence and then design specially

and individually tailor0 programs of persuasion and communication for each

individual person or relatively homogeneous group.

One place to begin, certainly -is with the college or university trustees.

These men and women literally hold in their hands the control and to a large

extent the destiny of higher education. Yet, as a group cross America,
...... .

trustees are too often uncorrmitted_tt, often almost non-committal about,

/

.

their basic legal and moral responsibility to contribute real leadership to' '

their institutions. Pardcularly is this too often trueof trustees of

state-controlled ills 'tutions who sometimes conceive of themselves as budget

or politica) watchdog rather than as interpreters of and sponsors fork

institutions in their charge.

It is now agreed that the trustee stands in a new and dynamic relation-g,
ship to the institution, concerned with the, enhancement of its prestige, the

support of its programs, the interpretation of its objectives, and the

guidance required in the constant definition and re-definition of its goals.

A few alert institutions are mounting special programs for trustees,

involving them with students and fapity, holding trustee workshops to

.01

6
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immerse-them in the agony of the dilemmas so they will not be tempted to

give simplistic answers to coMplicated,problems. Understanding and commit-
.r. '

' ment must begin at the-trustee:level or it will spread little further.

Similar programs of interpretation can be planned,'administered, and and

taken with other identified grbups. lust to list a few might tie instructive:

Legislators (the programs of-. he Southern Regional
A

Education. Board in legislator educat'on are outstanding), .'

The uncommitted and non-committedstudent (a major audience

with which almost no systematic attempt has been made to open

dialogue in terms of education as to causes of tension or involve-

ment in a solution of tensions),

Alumni bodies (some extremely thoughtful attempts have been

made to communicate problems q?,,,I processes to alumni of institutions
I

but, for the most part, these have been inept, timid; or-incomplete /

. where they exist at all).

Massive information programs may have their place, but they are only

useful after personal and constituency commitments on some mo...e direct ba is !

have been established. .

Interpretation has to pro \eed most rigorously °fall on the insidejof the
i

institution.
,

is

/

Student and faculty demands for places on the board of trustees many be
.

prompted more by a desperate desire for better communication than because ,

1

students and faculty feel they can exercise the responsibilities or t4e

management necess)ities of trustees. And the panic-prompted moves toward

homogeneity of management in an effort to provide better communicatienis

threatens to create a porridge of confused governance units, thut diluting

. .
--;-----.

.

competence in each,area, weakening the machinery, for responsible action,

1111

and further the, problem in almost every dimension.

2 7
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Attempts to share the responsibility for everything ampng everybody is

not the answer.

'.#
New patterns of community communication through college and uni-

veftity councils now being established rapidly across the country probably

1

provide the best answer for the internal phase of the problem of tension.

Here trustees, faculty, students, administration, perhaps with the addition

of limited numbers of alumni and "public representatives", can thresh out

in community discussion the basic issues of policy, seeking consensus as.

to the identification of those areas where competence for solution lies' .^-6

and then'makingreferrals to the appropriate responsible bodies such as 0

trustees, `tile student organizations, the faculty senates, appropriate ad-
%

ministrative officers, and,sp forth, for action. '

4. Emphasize Person-to-Person Communication and at the
Highest Possible Level

Remember that Pliny, the Younger; once said: "We are More affected by

words we hear, for though what we read in books may be inore pointed, there

is something about the voice which makes a deeper impression on the mind."

After the institution has determined its priorities and responses to

the problems causing tension, the president, as chief spokesman, with the

assistance of his staff, should wisely Plan for personal apw rances in

prestige situations before audiences of critical importance s0 the insti- $

tution in order to t7n mit, face-to-face,.thraugh speaking his own con-

/cern, the institutional position, and programs proposed for the future. ,

If he be not a persuasive speaker, other spokesmen should found, but

in any eyent, the,poKer and persuasiveness of the face-to faep exposure,

when it can be used-effectively, must certainly be exploi ed.

In 'addition to the president, as chief spokesman, o hers of the college

8
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community, including trustees, should be briefed, trained if necessary, and

Assisted in making such public appearances in planned contexts as will sug-'

gest that the college or university has a program, has been thoughtful

about facing its problems, has the courage to discuss them openly, has con-

fidente in the future, approaches the future with confidence and zeal, and

is optimistic about the outcome.

.
.

. is
5. Use the Mass Media -- Do Not Let Them Use You

One of the surprising and almost totally unexpected triumphs of mili-

tant students and others wishing to disrupt the college or university

campus is the degree of sophistication with which they exploit the great

public media of television, radio, and tne press. Playing directly uponO

/

the preoccupation of the media with headlines and coPft4a, small groups

and even single students have succeeded beyond a press agent's dreams in

getting public exposure for actions.

The institution and its public relations arm too often have been

caught,asleep at the switch; or the public relations arm has been inhibited

in response by a lack of planning for possible exigencies or by indecisiveness,

`uncertainty, or fear of or hostility toward the media felt by those in high

authority. In any case, the institution has come off badly in the battle F%

cJr the headlines.

It must have been said by someOne, that if,You are not ready to fight

fire with fire, at least you should be wearing an asbestos suit. Most col-

leges and universities have done neither and have been badly 'burned by

stories and'events to which they were not prepared to. respond. These

incidents, standing alone, have misled the public as to the true state of

affairs, confusbd it with regard to the position of'the institution, or

persuaded it that the institution is incapable of responsb-because of
A \\

4
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uncertainty, ineptitude or lack of plans.

It ,is ,perhaps too much to ask that bull-horns be fought with bulln,
,\

horns or that dirty words be answered with dirty wor0, but supineness

in response through the public media, is as disastrous as unbridled anger.

It is suggested that the institution,with the assistance of co-

opted advisors either from outside professional firms or trusted members

of the media, with concerned faculty and student representation, organize

task forces on media response to plan not Only the strategy but also the

tactics of a_ communications program designed to meet emergencies head -to-

head in such a way as to connote reason, sincerity, concern and openness

on the part of the institution.

Canned pre-releases Will not solve the problem. They are breached by L

unexpected tactics just as was the Maginot Line. nailability of physical,

equipment for communications, agreement on strategy, instant accessibility

for comment, and, above all, an institutional professional communication

program based on sound (and tested) philosophy, .are all prerequisites.

6. Prepare for the LongHaul -- and a Partial Reprise

Earlier, it was suggested that accountability must be based upon sound

programs, soundly conceived, responsive to contemporary needs, 'adequately

interpreted.

Over and above the programs of the ind"itaal institutions there is

an opportunity for more effective joiifit action through existing educational

consortia, local and regional groups and national associations inAigher

education, to establish consenAus on the contribution of education _to human

life and society.in terms of the great afffrMations of the value of%knowtedger

respect for truth, and freeddm for search and experiment.

A
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To be sure, individuals forM concepts and beliefs about all higher

education from their experience with their alma mater, or local colleges,

or from what they hear of the experiences in the colleges of their children

and friends. That their knbwledge is so, often superficial should give

pause to presidents and other educators. hat they are so often ommenda-
..

tory or at least tolerant of higher educati n is a good forthre heartily

to be appreciated. But there is little evidence that thqhaverage legis-

lator or the average trustee and certainly not the average alumnus has any

substantial insight into the relationship of the knowledge industry, of

research and teaching to the treatloii of'weaith, to the hope-of a better

society, to the prospects of a cleaner and healthier enyironment, or to

the understanding and resolutions of human tensions which result in crime,

mental disability, and poverty.wAnd to believe that the average citizen

has even an inkling of these relationships is naive.

Much may have been done to allay suspicion of individual institutions

and to build_a degree of enthusiasm and loyalty for individual colleges and

uiiversrties as local industries, afMa maters, or training opportunities'

for youth; but very little has been done by the spokesmen for higher edu-
.

cation at large or as representatives of major groupings-tb" transmit and

secure an understanding of the fundamental objectives of higher, education,

and for the conditions which must exist to guarantee its continued effec-

tiveness..

Educators and education need not speak with a single voice/pn every-

thing, but if they cannot speak with a single voice on anything the media

Will continue to be the message and.the message will not be helpful.
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7. Face the Issues With Style

And then there must be added one single final ingredient: some

element of life and enthusiasm and conviction; sole quality of directed

action in response to the action and enthuiasm of Students and others

who, whatever their motivation and howeyer limited-may be their experience

or perspective, at least bring witjl their actions qualities which are not

,best faced by,grimness, over-reaction and fear.

Pareto, the great nineteenth century sociologisf:pointed out that

people rarely act on the basis of reason alone. We know this now, if we

/seldom thought of it before. Colleges somehow seem to have lostsomethtpg

of the fie and conviction and excitement, some of e sense of dedication

which charaqatlied their early administrations and fa lties." This zeal,

this, enthusiasm, this heady persuasive conviction the worth of the

institution I would. try to capture and have others sharevitll me in the

current climate of tension and unrest. Some of -the administrators whor
'tave conspicuously lacked these qualities have most conspicuously failed.

The emerging new communities d'f higher education wiJ] beled.by those -

who'are S'uccesSful in forming a coalition based on consensus, on fundariiDntal

principles which all agree are worth preerying, open for full and free

communication and give and take of ideas for implementation ready to
$ =

, . .

allocate responsibility to competence, and fired by enthusiasm for the

process.,

. $ yc
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